Transparency Japan (TI-J) Activities Report
(From 1st April, 2018 to 31st March, 2019)

1. Achievement
   (1) Main Activity
   Gathering and accumulating information on anti-corruption and advocacy

   (2) Meeting
   ① International Meeting
       June  · Mr. Tsuyoshi Ikeda, Executive Director, participated in TI Asia-Pacific Regional Meeting hosted by Transparency International (HQ: Berlin) and Transparency International -Taiwan.
       October · Ms. Aki Wakabayashi, Chair, participated in the AMM in Copenhagen, Denmark. The AMM agreed to focus on the prevention of gender-based corruption in the next 5 years plan under the new woman chair. In addition, TI Ethics Committee and Chapters made the comment on the suspicious cases of sexual harassment and power harassment inside TI.
       · Ms. Wakabayashi and Mr. Sugiura, the TI-J board member, also participated in the IACC held there following the AMM.

   ② General Meeting
       23rd May, TI-J Board Member Meeting in Tokyo
       18th June, TI-J General Assembly in Tokyo

   ③ The Board Steering Committee Meeting online
       The meeting was made by the Board Member Mailing List (BMML) as needed (143 posts on agenda and opinions in BMML had been counted from April 2018 to March 2019)
       Topics: Recommendation of a new Board Member, Task sharing among the members, Activity Policy, the Board Member Management Policy (Trial on Skype and other chat formats)

(3) External Activities
   All Year  Advocacy Lecture at the infrastructure business with three companies of the listed companies under Tokyo Stock Exchange for total five times.
   The themes are:
   Resisting Extortion and Solicitation in International transactions: using the TI anti-corruption toolkit, “Resist” two times
   「Bribery cases in foreign public business and how to refuse it from
the perspective of CPI score] two times”.

“Reducing bribery risk when the third party is involved”
All the lectures were made by Ms. Wakabayashi, Chair
Collecting information on public employee’s ethics regulations in
Foreign countries as requested by corporate members.
June, Joining the TI “Exporting Corruption report”: made the research on the
Japanese government’ implementing status of the
OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, submit it to TI-S with the
Government’s review by Ms. Wakabayashi, Chair, Mr. Sugiura, board
member and External young researchers)
June – August, G20, Made the Joint Statement with TI in the G7 Argentine Summit.
January, G20 Osaka Summit, Joined the Domestic Preparatory Meeting to submit
the Joint Proposal by the Japanese and the international NGOs (Ms. Wakabayashi, Chair)
February, Advocacy Lecture with Perry Johnson Japan, ISO 37001 Registrars (Mr.
Sugiura, TI-J board member)
February, Meeting with the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention Working Group Ms.
Wakabayashi, Chair, Mr. Sugiura, TI-J board member at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs in Tokyo.
March Advocacy Lecture in Business Integrity Governance Forum hosted by
“Asian Legal Business journal”. (Ms. Wakabayashi made the presentation
on Resisting Extortion and Solicitation in International transactions: using the TI
anti-corruption toolkit,
“Resist ” in the English language)
(4) Public relations activities
Translating and launching the press release made by TIS and the other Chapters
with the Japanese Mass Media and TI-J website.
The topics:
September, “TI Exporting Corruption” report was presented in NHK, the national
broadcasting house, The Asahi Shimbun, The Sankei Shimbun, the major
newspapers, Weekly Toyo Keizai, the major economic journal here (Mr. Kuroda,
TI-J board member, and Ms. Wakabayashi, Chair)

January CPI: Corruption Perception Index (Mr. Kuroda, TI-J board member, and
Ms. Wakabayashi, Chair)
All Year Issued “Transparency Japan Secretariat Newsletter"
E-Mail version monthly or bimonthly
Mail, Fax version annual / Website update monthly
Ad hoc, Sending the text of CPI and “Business Principles” to business enterprises and non-profit organizations.